
Inspirage iHub Solution
A Value Chain Plus® Offering

The Challenge
One of the first challenges companies face when implementing Oracle Value 
Chain products is how to integrate non-Oracle source systems. Inspirage 
simplifies the process of dealing with multiple systems to build one integrated 
supply chain solution. iHub is a standardized integration approach and 
framework developed by Inspirage for integrating non-Oracle source systems 
into Oracle Value Chain solutions.

This integration approach has been successfully deployed by Inspirage with 
Oracle VCP clients using SAP, JDEdwards, Peoplesoft, and other legacy 
systems including AS400-based solutions. 

The Solution
The benefits of iHub include:

• A standardized integration approach and framework leveraging 
Inspirage experience from many successful implementations

• A robust integration framework to support current and future needs
• Pre-built integration solutions for non-Oracle ERP applications and 

legacy systems

During the implementation  
of Agile PLM products  
Inspirage customers enjoy:

• FASTER IMPLEMENTATIONS:  
Leverage prebuilt  
integrations and add new 
systems with ease.

• REDUCED INTEGRATION  
RISKS: Proven iHub  
standardized integration 
approach.

• LOWER INTEGRATION  
COSTS: Standardized  
approach leveraging  
prebuilt integrations  
enabling quicker time  
to value.

Using Inspirage iHub 



• An easily extensible solution that provides the ability to add new 
source systems for data using our standardized integration approach

• Rapid time-to-value at a lower cost and risk

iHub is designed to work seamlessly with standard Oracle Collections  
processes (Legacy Collection Process).

• iHub offers several complementary features to the collections 
process that have been proven invaluable to Inspirage customers 
across diverse industries. This unique solution offers several 
advantages, such as:

• Incremental data loading (net change) with legacy data
• Error monitoring, cleansing, and correction processes
• Improved run times
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Inspirage is the integrated supply chain specialist firm solving business critical challenges from design to delivery. The company delivers 
end-to-end consulting and implementation solutions that link Innovation Management, Supply Chain Management and Logistics 
Management. Inspirage partners with their customers to break down information silos and optimize performance to accelerate innovation, 
fuel growth and achieve operational excellence.
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Learn more about the Inspirage 

iHub Solution. We are the experts 

at helping you translate your 

value chain vision into measurable 

business results. Contact us at 

info@inspirage.com to discuss 

how we can collaborate to 

improve these critical capabilities 

for your company.


